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Introduction


Subject
The general subject area for the instructional design is life science.



Topic
The topic for the instructional design is genetics, with a focus on constructing Punnett
squares and interpreting mathematical genetic data.



Target Audience
The target audience for this instructional design is 155 tenth grade students who are
enrolled in regular biology at Carrollton High School. There are a total of eight sections
and each of these sections contains 18-32 students per class. Mainstreamed within
these classes there are 23 special needs students. Carrollton is a rural school district
with a student population of ninety-two percent Caucasian, four percent African
American, and six percent Hispanic or other race. Residents of Carrollton are considered
to be lower to middle class. The majority of Carrollton students are familiar with
genetics-based concepts due to their farming experience.

Analysis


Needs Assessment The type of needs assessment used for this instructional design is
discrepency-based. We chose this type of assessment considering the Ohio Department
of Education provides learning goals, which are currently being taught in the classroom.
o

o

o

What problem are we solving - The Genetics Instructional Design will be able to
alleviate waning student interest and motivation which occurs with traditional
lecture and repetitive practice of Punnett squares.
How do we know it is a problem - This change in technique was brought about by
witnessing student lack of interest corresponding with specific learning styles.
Not all students are not auditory learners, therefore a large majority are left out
of the learning process when lecture is the only method of delivery. In trying to
learn genetic definitions, some students had difficulty focusing and learning the
material. These students also tested poorly.
How do we know it can be solved through instruction – We know the problem
can be fixed through instruction because of research done on other school
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o

o

o

districts. We found other schools were delivering instruction through this
manner and were scoring much higher on standardized tests.
List the goals of current system – The current goals are based on the Ohio
Academic Content Standards and instruction taking place within the classroom.
Current goals do not include the use of the internet or any interactive activity in
the classroom.
Determine how well the identified goals are already being achieved – The
current goal achievement is unsatisfactory due to the decrease in standardized
test scores. There is a lack of variety within the instructional delivery in the
classroom.
Determine the gaps between what is and what should be – Gaps in the
knowledge include the following areas:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

o

o

o

How to use the FOIL method to determine the gene combinations.
Distinguishing the difference between vocabulary words.
Distinguishing the difference between a monohybrid and dihybrid cross.
Using technology to increase student achievement in the subject.
Giving practice problems and worksheets to help students learn.

Prioritize gaps – The gaps in learning can be filled by utilizing the technology that
is available in the school district and by using the Learning Styles Quiz located in
Appendix A. The Learning Styles Quiz will help determine the different learning
styles of the students so no one is left behind. Technology is a familiar format for
students and utilizing their skills in the classroom will help fill the gaps.
Determine which gaps are instructional needs and which are most appropriate
for design and development of instruction – The gaps which are instructional
needs are 2 and 3 because those gaps are background knowledge the students
should know. Gaps 1, 4, and 5 are those which are most appropriate for design
and development of instruction.

Standards
The Ohio Academic Content Standards for Science used in the Genetics
Instructional Design are as follows:


Standard 2
 Benchmark C. Explain the genetic mechanisms and molecular
basis of inheritance. (Grades 09-10)
o Indicator 05. Illustrate the relationship of the structure and
function of DNA to protein synthesis and the
characteristics of an organism. (Grade 10)
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o Indicator 06. Explain that a unit of hereditary information
is called a gene, and genes may occur in different forms
called alleles (e.g., gene for pea plant height has two
alleles, tall and short). (Grade 10)
o Indicator 07. Describe that spontaneous changes in DNA
are mutations, which are a source of genetic variation.
When mutations occur in sex cells, they may be passed on
to future generations; mutations that occur in body cells
may affect the functioning of that cell or the organism in
which that cell is found. (Grade 10)
o Indicator 08. Use the concepts of Mendelian and nonMendelian genetics (e.g., segregation, independent
assortment, dominant and recessive traits, sex-linked
traits and jumping genes) to explain inheritance. (Grade
10)
The Ohio Academic Content Standards for Technology used in the Genetics
Instructional Design are as follows:


Standard 2
 Benchmark C: Interpret and evaluate the influence of
technology throughout history, and predict its impact on
the future.
o Indicator 2. Explain how the evolution of civilization has
been directly affected by, and has affected, the
development and use of tools and materials. (Grade 10)



Standard 4


Benchmark B: Create, publish and present information, utilizing
formats appropriate to the content and audience.
o Indicator 1. Publish information in printed and electronic
version, and select appropriate publication format (e.g.,
paper, Web, video). (Grade 10)
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o Indicator 3. Implement online-structured learning
experiences (e.g., tutorials, virtual classes, industry
certification courses). (Grade 10)
The Ohio Academic Content Standards for Mathematics used in the Genetics
Instructional Design are as follows:

 Patterns, Functions and Algebra, Grade 8-10



o

Benchmark D: Use algebraic representations, such as
tables, graphs, expressions, functions and inequalities,
to model and solve problem situations.

o

Benchmark F: Solve and graph linear equations and
inequalities.

o

Benchmark G: Solve quadratic equations with real roots
by graphing, formula and factoring.

o

Indicator #8: Write, simplify and evaluate algebraic
expressions (including formulas) to generalize situations
and solve problems. (Grade 8)

o

Indicator #10: Solve quadratic equations with real roots
by factoring, graphing, using the quadratic formula and
with technology. (Grade 9)

o

Indicator #10: Solve real-world problems that can be
modeled using linear, quadratic, exponential or square
root functions. (Grade 10)

Analysis of Learning Environment
o

Instructor: The instructor for this lesson attended a four year college and
obtained a bachelors degree in biology education. This individual has been
teaching in the same district for three consecutive years.

o

Current Instruction: The current instruction is based on lectures and power point
presentations, where the students do not have first hand interaction with the
material. The students sit at their seat and take notes, without doing Punnett
squares for practice. The students do not have access to web-based or hands-on
activities.
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o

Current Technology: The district is limited in the amount of technology that is
available. Students are able to use computers, and TI-83 graphing calculators for
ratios. When using the calculators, students will need to be able to convert from
fractions to percents.

o

Facilities: The instruction will take place in the classroom, where the students
will learn about genetics and Punnett squares. The classroom has 28 seats
available for students. The instruction will also take place in the computer lab
where students will have the opportunity to use interactive websites. The
computer lab is able to accommodate 40 students at a time.

o

School Culture: The school district where the genetics unit is being taught is
committed to excellence. Each teacher on staff is well trained and highly
qualified. They are committed to the success of each student and prepare them
for life after high school. The open enrollment policy at the high school
encourages students from outside district to come in and receive an education in
an environment that is inviting and comforting. Additionally, approximately 75%
of graduating seniors attend a post-secondary college or university, which shows
that the staff is preparing students for the real world. Overall, the school is very
well-rounded that the community takes pride in.

o

Community: The community where the instructional design unit is being taught
is a very rural. The majority of the students attending the high school have
grown up on a farm or has a relative that is in the farming business. Therefore,
when school lets out, these students must help their families by completing
chores in order to keep their family’s business running.

Analysis of Learners: The students in the biology class come from a working-class
background with few of the students interested in attending college. As a result, they
have a tendency not to recognize the value or need for lessons such as genetics.
Therefore, it is important to focus on real world applications when planning their
lessons.
Our learners display low levels of academic confidence, so they prefer to work in groups
and have successfully demonstrated learning in group situations. In past lessons, the
students have also achieved success through various hands-on activities and have
demonstrated their abilities to apply their knowledge to real world situations. As a
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result, utilizing activities that are group-based or hands-on help our students learn and
apply what they have learned.


Task Analysis
o Focus of the Instructional Design: The focus of this instructional design centers
around teaching students how to construct and interpret Punnett squares so
they can understand how traits are passed on and how the ratios of offspring are
created.
o Goal: Students will be able to construct the appropriate type of Punnett square
using FOIL, if necessary, and compute the ratios of possibilities among different
genetic variations.
o Analysis of Steps/Procedures to Complete Goal:


Determination of Steps: The steps for instruction has been established
based upon the two of the designers’ prior experience teaching genetics.
Both designers possess a Bachelor’s Degree in Biology and have had
multiple genetics courses. Between the two designers, they have
seventeen years of experience teaching genetics. As a result of their
experience and qualifications, they have determined the most logical and
effective steps and procedures to ensure a quality learning experience for
the students.



Steps/Procedures: (Needs changed based on the power point)
1. Prior to the first instructional day, the Instructor will administer
What’s Your Learning Style Quiz, located in Appendix A.
2. Students will evaluate their learning style quiz using the key
3. Students will submit their learning style quiz results to the instructor.
4. The instructor will utilize the results of the quiz to aid in directing the
lesson.
5. The instructor will activate student attention by asking the students
how they would feel about having a baby if they knew there was a
chance the baby could have a genetic disorder.
6. The instructor will field any questions resulting from the activate
attention scenario.
7. The instructor will establish purpose for the genetics lessons.
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8. The instructor will hold up the two marshmallow creatures so
everyone in the class can see them.
9. The instructor will point out that both of the creatures have the exact
same traits.
10. Ask the students how many different types of offspring the matching
marshmallow creatures could have.
11. Record their answers for future reference and award for the closest
answer.
12. Preview the lesson for the students.
13. Instructor will administer the pretest located in Appendix B.
14. Students will turn their pretest over when they have completed all of
the questions.
15. Instructor and students will go over the correct answers to the
pretest together.
16. Students will return their pretest to the teacher.
17. Instructor will open the Genetics power point, located in Appendix C,
and go over slide 2and explain the terminology: trait, heredity, and
genetics.
18. Instructor will continue the Genetics power point and go over slide 3
and explain the terminology: Parental P1 Generation, F1 Generation,
and F2 Generation.
19. Instructor will continue the Genetics power point and go over slide 4
and explain the terminology: genes and homozygous.
20. Instructor will continue the Genetics power point and go over slide 5
and explain the terminology: allele, dominant, recessive, and
genotype.
21. Instructor will continue the Genetics power point and go over slide 6
and explain the terminology: phenotype, homozygous genotype, and
heterozygous genotype.
22. The instructor will review each of the new terms.
23. Slide 7 of the Genetics power point is just a title slide.
24. Slide 8 of the Genetics power point will be used to demonstrate how
to create Punnett squares.
25. The teacher will use slide 9 of the Genetics power point to introduce
monohybrid crosses.
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26. The teacher will use slide 10 of the Genetics power point to explain
homozygous X homozygous monohybrid crosses.
27. The teacher will use slide 11 of the Genetics power point to explain
homozygous X heterozygous monohybrid crosses.
28. The teacher will use slide 12 of the Genetics power point to explain
heterozygous X heterozygous monohybrid crosses.
29. The teacher will use slide 13 of the Genetics power point to show an
instructional video segment.
30. The instructor will briefly review the monohybrid cross.
31. Instructor will use slide 14 of the Genetics power point to introduce
dihybrid crosses.
32. Instructor will use slide 15 of the Genetics power point to show an
instructional video segment about dihybrid crosses.
33. Instructor will use slide 16 of the Genetics power point to explain the
FOIL method.
34. Instructor will use slide 17 of the Genetics power point to explain how
to predict the results of a dihybrid cross.
35. Instructor will use slide 18 of the Genetics power point to explain how
to predict the results of a dihybrid cross.
36. Instructor will use slide 19 of the Genetics power point to show a
dihybrid cross.
37. Instructor will use slide 20 of the Genetics power point to show a data
interpretation chart of a dihybrid cross.
38. Students will complete, in a group setting, a worksheet with Punnett
square practice problems based on slides 21-38 of the Genetics
power point. This worksheet is located in Appendix D.
39. Upon completion, the Instructor will go over the correct answers to
each of the practice problems by using the Genetics power point.
40. Next the students will come, two at a time, to the whiteboard to race
the instructor in completing Punnett squares.
41. A classmate will read a story problem to the class.
42. The instructor and 2 students will use the information in that story
problem to create the dihybrid Punnett square on the whiteboard.
43. As a class, students will be taken to the computer lab.
44. Each student should sign onto an individual computer.
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45. Students will use the internet to access zerobio.com, students will
utilize the Punnett square tutorial.
46. Using zerobio.com, students will complete the interactive practice.
47. Students will log off of the computers.
48. Students will return to the classroom.
49. Instructor will explain the trait card activity, located in Appendix E.
50. Divide the class into groups for the activity.
51. Provide students with the materials to complete the activity.
52. Allow students time to complete the activity with their classmates.
53. Instructor should collect the materials.
54. Instructor should ask for student opinions about the activity.
55. Next the students will go to the computer lab.
56. Students should log in to individual computers.
57. Instructor will pass out the blood type activity worksheet, located in
Appendix F.
58. Students will be given ample class time to complete the blood type
activity.
59. Students will submit their blood type worksheet to the instructor for
evaluation.
60. Upon completion of the blood type activity, the students will remain
in the computer lab.
61. The instructor will pass out the farming and genetic modifications
activity worksheet, located in Appendix G.
62. Students will be given ample class time to complete the farming and
genetic modifications activity.
63. Students will submit their farming and genetic modifications
worksheet to the instructor for evaluation.
64. The students will access the website for the final quiz. A copy of the
quiz and the answer sheet is located in Appendix H.
65. Students will take the quiz one time.
66. As students complete questions 1-4, they need to create Punnett
squares for each question.
67. Students will turn their four Punnett squares in to the instructor.
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68. At the end of the quiz, students will email their results to the
instructor.
69. Students will log off of the computers.
70. Students will return to the classroom.

o Objectives:
1. The student will be able to compare the following pairs of terminology:
genotype and phenotype, F1 and F2 generations, homozygous and
heterozygous, dominant and recessive, and monohybrid and dihybrid
crosses.
2. The student will be able to select the appropriate type of Punnett square to
construct(monohybrid or dihybrid), given a story problem.
3. The student will be able to utilize the FOIL (first, outer, inner, last) process if
necessary, to complete a Punnett square.
4. The student will be able to write the genes in the appropriate location of the
Punnett square box.
5. The student will be able to calculate the ratios of each trait within the
Punnett square.


Assessment:
o Method of Assessment


An online quiz is the method of assessment being used. This was selected
because it was aligned with the objectives and the students will receive
immediate feedback. The students will also utilize the quiz questions to
create their own Punnett squares to submit to the teacher.

o Assessment of Learner


The students will take the online quiz which is located in Appendix H.
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Strategy


Introduction
o Activate Attention


The unit will begin by discussing genetic disorders. Students will be
prompted with the question, “If you knew you carried a genetic disorder
and could pass it on to your offspring, would you still choose to have
children?” Students will also be able to discuss with the instructor any
questions they may have regarding genetic disorders and how they arise
in the population. This discussion will introduce the lessons on genetics
and activate the attention of the students.

o Establish Purpose


Explain to the students that the purpose of this unit is to study Punnett’s
technique for calculating the ratios of inheriting specific genetic traits.
They need to know that there are a few vocabulary words which must be
understood to interpret story problems and to construct their Punnett
squares. Students will have the opportunity to cross either one genetic
trait or two genetic traits in one Punnett square. At this point the
learners will be able to determine what ratio of offspring types result
from various types of genetic crosses. Ask the students if any of them are
aware of how this works as a result of farming or any other experience.

o Arouse Interest and Motivation


While the students are being introduced to the genetics unit, two
marshmallow creatures will have been sitting on the teacher’s desk. At
this point, the teacher will hold both of them up, point out that they have
exactly the same traits, and ask the students how many different genetic
combinations could result from parents that looked identical. At this
point, do not answer any questions that the students have. The teacher
may wish to give bonus points or some other reward to the student that
guesses the closest. These marshmallow creatures can have any number
of traits, but it is recommended that they have at least eyes, antennae,
two or three marshmallow segments, colored legs, and a tail.
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o Preview the Lesson




Inform the students that over the next few lessons they will be learning
about how genetic traits are inherited. This involves making charts
(Punnett squares) to demonstrate what happens when two organisms
have offspring. A power point will be used to introduce the concepts and
learn the vocabulary. Videos and a power point will be used to explain
the differences between monohybrid and dihybrid crosses and then, in
groups, they will use a worksheet to practice Punnett squares. After
making sure they know what they are doing, the students will have the
opportunity to race the instructor on the whiteboard to see who can
correctly complete the Punnett squares in the shortest amount of time.
At that point, the students will move to the computer lab to utilize a
tutorial and online Punnett square practice. Another group activity will be
to use trait cards to examine the similarities in the classroom. The
students will also look at blood types, which are inherited, and how food
is genetically modified, linking the materials to their everyday lives.
Finally, they will take an online quiz and email their results to the teacher.

Body of Lesson
o Recall relevant prior knowledge- Students will recall prior knowledge during the
first part of the lesson in order for the instructor to start the unit in the
appropriate place. This will include taking a pre-test on Punnett squares to
determine the students’ knowledge of ratios and basic genetic concepts.
o Process information and examples- After the pre-tests are assessed, the students
will begin processing information, such as vocabulary, that will enable them to
complete Punnett squares. They will obtain this knowledge by the use of an
instructional power point presentation which is located in Appendix C . The
learners will also go through discovery sequence, where they have to take on
more of the processing responsibilities. For discovery sequence, they will be
given examples of Punnett squares to complete in class.
o Focus attention- Students will focus attention to the major concepts of Punnett
squares by taking notes on textual information provided by a power point
presentation. This presentation will include video segments that will focus their
attention towards the different types of Punnett squares. The power point
presentation has bulleted information, as well as underlined and boldfaced
terms to help the students focus their attention.
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o Employ learning strategies- The instructor will employ learning strategies by
teaching the students how to use FOIL when dealing with multiple genes. Each
letter of FOIL helps the students to remember the correct order to place the
genes when making Punnett squares.
o Practice - The students will have the opportunity to practice completing Punnett
squares by going up to the white board in the front of the classroom and racing
the teacher to see who can get the correct answer the fastest. This is
demonstrating principle-learning goals because the instructor would not only be
giving the students a problem to solve, they would have immediate feedback
whether or not the students understand the material. Practicing making Punnett
square will allow the teacher to correct and show the students any mistakes they
made through the construction of the Punnett square.
o Feedback - This type of feedback would be considered both declarative and
intellectual skills. Students will then do an interactive Punnett square activity at
www.zerobio.com/drag_gr11/mono.htm. This will allow more practice and
feedback for the learners.



Conclusion
o Summarize and review – Prior to completing the following activity, the teacher
should ask students for the definitions of the terms they have been using. Then,
students will complete traits trivia, a group activity to be completed in the
classroom to help the students review inheritance and Punnett squares. This
should be a quick review using the cards provided. The teacher will need to
access the link, print and prepare the cards, and read through the activity before
class. After they complete the activity, they will select two classmates and create
a monohybrid cross based on one of their genetic traits. The materials for this
activity are located in Appendix E.
http://learn.genetics.utah.edu/content/begin/traits/activities/pdfs/Traits%20Tri
via_Public.pdf
Link to permissions policy from Utah genetics:
http://learn.genetics.utah.edu/gslc/permissions.html

o Transfer Learning – The students will relate their new knowledge of genetics and
heredity to blood types. It should be an interesting investigation as they develop
an understanding for the Punnett square application for blood types, but also as
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they see how blood types present themselves in groups from different ethnic
backgrounds. Students should also develop an appreciation for the importance
of donated blood. The corresponding worksheet with directions and questions is
located in Appendix F.
o Re-motivate and close – Considering the rural location of Carrollton School
District and the recent debates in the news, the students will get a brief
introduction to genetically modified foods and evaluate their own feelings about
the practices. This will help broaden their personal applications of genetics and
give them a reason to keep thinking about genetics in the future. The
corresponding worksheet with directions and questions is located in Appendix G.
o Assess learning – In order to determine if the students reached the goals set
forth at the beginning of the lesson, the students will complete the assessment
on the following website and email their results to the teacher. This quiz
addresses terminology, Punnett squares, and ratios. However, the students do
need to create their own Punnett squares for questions 1-4 on paper and submit
those directly to the instructor for evaluation. A copy of this quiz and the answer
key are located in Appendix H. http://glencoe.mcgrawhill.com/sites/0078778066/student_view0/chapter5/math_practice.html
o Assess performance – The students will be assessed on their participation in the
traits activity and submission of the blood type and genetically modified food
activities.
o Feedback and remediation –


The students will experience feedback on Punnett square construction
and interpretation throughout the class activities. They will also receive
immediate feedback from the online quiz. The instructor may take a
couple days to assess and return the blood type and genetically modified
food assignments, therefore resulting in a slight delay in feedback.



Students needing remediation can use the following websites for
additional review and practice.
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Activity #2: Then students can use this part of the site to review
the terminology and practice using the two interactives on the
page, which give feedback.
http://www.learner.org/interactives/dna/genetics4.html

Evaluation


Formative Evaluation - The Biology instructor teaches one prep of Biology each period
she has students. Therefore, for some of the evaluations the instructor will have to give
up her planning period in order to visit other teachers’ classes and present her unit to
their students, who will have all successfully passed Biology. Each teacher has agreed to
help the instructor complete this goal without any disagreement.
o

Design Reviews - The design of the instructional design project was reviewed by
a professor of technology. This individual was impressed at the amount of detail
the instructional design included. He felt that it was very thorough and the lay
out was excellent. He did make some grammatical corrections and suggested
that we talk more about the target audience. He commented on mentioning the
Ohio Academic Content Standards about the prior knowledge that they should
know before approaching this unit. The grammatical corrections were made
with his suggestions were taken into account.

o

Expert Reviews - The content of the instructional design project was given to a
veteran science teacher in one of the group member’s district in order to check
the validity of the content being taught. The teacher commented on the nice
use of tying together science and math and how technology was incorporated
into the lesson. She also said that all information regarding the vocabulary,
construction, and interpretation of the Punnett squares was correct. The only
concern she had was the time limit. She was afraid that there may not be
enough time to complete each lesson. Her suggestions were taken in to
consideration.

o

One-to-one Evaluations - The one-to-one evaluation will take place with three
gifted junior students who have already taken Biology. They will come to the
instructor’s classroom during their study hall and receive instruction that they
are to complete the blood-type activity and genetically modified foods activity.
Since this activity requires the use of a computer, they will be sent to the
computer lab. All three students are advanced learners and received an A in the
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class last year. The instructor has confidence that each student will give
constructive feedback about the activities.



o

Small-Group Evaluations - The small group evaluation will take place in a
Chemistry class of 24 juniors where each student has already taken Biology and
successfully passed. The instructor will present each part of the lesson to the
class and ask for constructive feedback. This will take place during the
instructor’s planning period. The main goal of the small group evaluation is for
the students to provide any necessary criticism on the presentation of the
lesson. In addition to the students critiquing the presentation, the Chemistry
instructor will also give her input. These contributions will help the instructor
revise any presentation errors that are found.

o

Field Trials - The field trial will be given to a class of Physics seniors which will be
taught on the instructor’s planning period. There are 19 students in the class
and each of the students has successfully passed Biology. Since these students
are enrolled in Physics, they are some of the most outstanding students in the
school. The entire four-day lesson will be taught. The students and Physics
instructor will evaluate each day and make suggestions for improvement. This
will be a great test run to see if time will be an issue to completing this unit in
the allotted time.

o

Ongoing Evaluation - The instructional design unit will be evaluated throughout
its creation by another group in the creators’ instructional design class. Each
component will be given to be evaluated and comments will be made. Another
groups’ input on the creation of the instructional design unit will be beneficial to
the completeness of the assignment.

Summative Evaluation - Each formative assessment method provides valuable
information to the success of the project but the method that would be most useful to
having a successful evaluation of the instructional design unit would be the field trial.
Since all of the other methods are evaluating different components of the instructional
design unit and the field trial evaluates the unit as a whole, the team of creators feels
that this would be the most successful. Time, presentation, websites, activities and
assessment would all be evaluated. Additionally, motivation would be addressed. The
students doing the evaluation would be required to rate their motivation for completing
this unit as if they were a Biology student in the instructor’s class. All of these
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components combined would give the instructor a great insight on what to revise in the
unit.
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Website Descriptions


zeroBio is a website designed for high school science students to provide an interactive
learning environment with games, puzzles, and quizzes intended to help the students
review materials for Grade 9 science, Grade 11 Biology, and Grade 12 Biology. Naturally
appealing to high school students with its easy navigation, creative graphics, tutorials,
and examples from real classrooms, zeroBio is a student friendly website that would be
a quality resource for high school science students and educators.
http://www.zerobio.com



Part of the University of Utah’s Learn.Genetics site, this specific website is a stand-alone
activity called Traits Trivia. The site provides an introduction, preparation techniques,
good directions, and the cards necessary to implement the activity. The PDF also
contains the entire activity in Spanish. Their general website contains high quality
educational animations and explorations, as well as virtual labs. A link for teacher
resources and lesson plans is located on the main page.
http://learn.genetics.utah.edu/content/begin/traits/activities/pdfs/Traits%20Trivia_Pub
lic.pdf



This website provides a 10 question quiz specifically created to test a student’s
knowledge of heredity and Punnett squares. The quiz provides immediate feedback and
the opportunity for the student to email his or her results to the instructor. Designed as
a supplement to their text books, this site is part of the Glenco Online Learning Center.
Textbook Resources, Chapter Activities, and Section Resources are the main selections
for navigating the pages. While not all resources work unless you have a code, there are
many resources for teachers and students alike. http://glencoe.mcgrawhill.com/sites/0078778066/student_view0/chapter5/math_practice.html



All located within the same site, these three links are part of an interactive site
dedicated to DNA, including the Human Genome Project, Genetic Engineering, and
Implications and Ethics. The first two sites use the 2nd and 4th pages fo the chapter menu
in the Genetics tab. These are for content remediation, in our case. The third site is from
the Implications and Ethics tab, page 6 in the chapter menu.
http://www.learner.org/interactives/dna/genetics2.html
http://www.learner.org/interactives/dna/genetics4.html
http://www.learner.org/interactives/dna/implications6.html
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Bloodbook.com is a site designed to inform the general public about blood types
and donating blood. It is a commercial website, so its use in our instructional
design is only for the opportunity to evaluate the data they provide, regardless
of whether or not it is accurate. Students will be able to correctly identify
compatible blood types from the first website, which includes the information
for red blood cells, whole blood, and plasma. The second link provides an
interesting look at racial and ethnic world blood type distributions. Using this
page, the students will be able to consider how and why traits may be more
prevalent within a group.

http://www.bloodbook.com/compat.html
http://www.bloodbook.com/world-abo.html
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Instructors Materials and Tips


Tips
o Tip 1: Often, students will start to ask questions about why they have a certain
trait if their parents have certain traits and put the instructor in an
uncomfortable situation. The safe answer is that our examples are simplified to
make the process easier and understandable. Multiple genes factor into
different traits, so they cannot determine that one of their parents wasn’t really
their parent or that a sibling couldn’t be a sibling, etc.



Materials
o FOIL and Ratio Instructions

FOIL is a mathematical acronym that represents that represents a method of producing
a polynomial from two binomials:
F- First
O- Outer
I- Inner
L- Last
For example, suppose you are given the two binomials
FOIL, the two binomials must be multiplied together:

and

. In order to

To apply FOIL, first start with F. Multiply the first two terms together in both binomials:

So the first term in your polynomial is . Next, apply O: multiply the two outer terms in
both binomials together. Third, apply I: multiply the inner two terms together in both
binomials and finally, L: multiply the last two terms together in both binomials. When this has
been completed, your polynomial should take the form (before simplifying):
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Since there are like terms in our polynomial (the
final answer will take the form:

terms), they can be combined, so the

Now apply this to a Punnett square. Let’s suppose that the genotypes of two parents
for the eye color of their children are Bb and bb, where B represents dominant brown eyes and
b represents recessive blue eyes. FOIL can be applied here also. Set up both parents’
genotypes into two binomials, where one parents’ genotypes would be one binomial and the
other would be the second binomial. For each binomial, the genetic contributions would be
added together. For this example, the binomials would form:

Now apply the FOIL method to get:

After combining like terms, the polynomial formed by the genotypes of the parents
forms:

Now look at this polynomial by using ratios to determine the percentages of the
phenotypes of the offspring. Since there are four possible phenotypes of the offspring, there is
a 25% chance that an offspring will receive each type of phenotype. The
phenotype is
represented once in our polynomial, so there is only a 25% chance that an offspring will have
this phenotype with brown eyes. Secondly, there are 2- terms, so there is a 50% chance that
an offspring will have this phenotype with brown eyes, since is dominant over . And finally,
there is one
term, which means there is a 25% chance that an offspring will have this
phenotype with blue eyes. Additionally, from these conclusions, there is a 75% chance that an
offspring will have brown eyes and a 25% chance that an offspring will have blue eyes.
By looking at Punnett square through mathematical eyes in addition to applying science,
students can learn how to FOIL and use ratios to calculate percentages.
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Appendix A
What’s Your Learning Style
For these questions, choose the first answer that comes to mind and click on a,b, or c. Don't
spend too much time thinking about any one question.
Question 1. When you study for a test, would you rather
a) read notes, read headings in a book, and look at diagrams and illustrations.
b) have someone ask you questions, or repeat facts silently to yourself.
c) write things out on index cards and make models or diagrams.
Question 2. Which of these do you do when you listen to music?
a) daydream (see things that go with the music)
b) hum along
c) move with the music, tap your foot, etc.
Question 3. When you work at solving a problem do you
a) make a list, organize the steps, and check them off as they are done
b) make a few phone calls and talk to friends or experts
c) make a model of the problem or walk through all the steps in your mind
Question 4. When you read for fun, do you prefer
a) a travel book with a lot of pictures in it
b) a mystery book with a lot of conversation in it
c) a book where you answer questions and solve problems
Question 5. To learn how a computer works, would you rather
a) watch a movie about it
b) listen to someone explain it
c) take the computer apart and try to figure it out for yourself
Question 6. You have just entered a science museum, what will you do first?
a) look around and find a map showing the locations of the various exhibits
b) talk to a museum guide and ask about exhibits
c) go into the first exhibit that looks interesting, and read directions later
Question 7. What kind of restaurant would you rather not go to
a) one with the lights too bright
b) one with the music too loud
c) one with uncomfortable chairs
Question 8. Would you rather go to
a) an art class
b) a music class
c) an exercise class
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Question 9. Which are you most likely to do when you are happy?
a) grin
b) shout with joy
c) jump for joy
Question 10 If you were at a party, what would you be most likely to remember the next day?
a) the faces of the people there, but not the names
b) the names but not the faces
c) the things you did and said while you were there
Question 11. When you see the word "d - o - g", what do you do first?
a) think of a picture of a particular dog
b) say the word "dog" to yourself silently
c) sense the feeling of being with a dog (petting it, running with it, etc.)
Question 12. When you tell a story, would you rather
a) write it
b) tell it out loud
c) act it out
Question 13. What is most distracting for you when you are trying to concentrate?
a) visual distractions
b) noises
c) other sensations like, hunger, tight shoes, or worry
Question 14. What are you most likely to do when you are angry?
a) scowl
b) shout or "blow up"
c) stomp off and slam doors
Question 15. When you aren't sure how to spell a word, which of these are you most likely to
do?
a) write it out to see if it looks right
b) sound it out
c) write it out to see if it feels right
Question 16. Which are you most likely to do when standing in a long line at the movies?
a) look at posters advertising other movies
b) talk to the person next to you
c) tap your foot or move around in some other way

Total your a's, b's, and c's - or if you're on-line click on the submit button below.
copyright 2009 378525
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4. If you had a red flowering plant and a white flowering plant of the same type, what color flowers do
you think their baby plants would be? Why?

5. Pretend your parents both have brown eyes and you have blue eyes. How can that happen?

6. The words heterozygous and homozygous refer to
a. objects that have qualities that are different or the same.
b. two different ways milk can be treated to kill the bacteria.
c. two classifications of IQ levels for people that are considered to be geniuses.
d. words that the teacher made up.

7. Fruits have seed so they can produce more plants to ensure their survival. So, where did seedless
grapes come from?
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Appendix C
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Appendix D
Name_____________________________________

Genetics Practice Problems
1. In dogs, wire-haired is due to a dominant gene (W), smooth-haired is due to its recessive allele (w)
–
–

WW, Ww = wire haired
ww
= smooth haired

A. If a homozygous wire-haired dog is mated with a smooth-haired dog, what type of offspring
could be produced

B. What type(s) of offspring could be produced in the F2 generation?
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C. Two wire-haired dogs are mated. Among the offspring of their first litter is a smooth-haired
pup. If these, two wire-haired dogs mate again, what are the chances that they will produce
another smooth-haired pup?
E. What are the chances that the pup will wire-haired?

F. A wire-haired male is mated with a smooth-haired female. The mother of the wire-haired
male was smooth-haired. What are the phenotypes and genotypes of the pups they could
produce?
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2. In humans, the presence of freckles is due to a dominant gene (F) and the non-freckled condition is
due to its recessive allele (f). Dimpled cheeks (D) are dominant to non-dimpled cheeks (d).
A. Two persons with freckles and dimpled cheeks have two children: one has
freckles but no dimples and one has dimples but no freckles
What are the genotypes of the parents?
Parents: F_D_ x F_D_
Children: F_dd x ffD_
B. What are the possible phenotypes and genotypes of the children that they could produce?

C. What are the chances that they would have a child whom lacks both freckles and dimples?
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3. A person with freckles and dimples whose mother lacked both freckles and dimples marries a person
with freckles but not dimples whose father did not have freckles or dimples.What are the chances that
they would have a child whom lacks both freckles and dimples?
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Appendix F

Blood Type Activity: So, you have had the blood drives come to school, right? What in the
world does blood type have to do with you? You might be thinking about having kids one day.
You might be in a car accident and need blood. Maybe you want to donate blood to a sick
friend or relative. Can’t you just give blood to anyone? No! If you mix the wrong types of blood
together you can DIE! Seriously! Do you know your blood type? Have you ever asked what it is?
Believe it or not, there are genetic blood types. These types are A, B, AB, and O (plus something
called the Rh factor that can lead to serious problems). So, you can’t give blood or receive
blood from just anyone.

Note: As you engage in this activity, please consider that you are using a commercial website
and that the data may not be completely accurate. In this situation, that does not matter
because we simply using the information to consider genetic situations.
A. Use the chart at the bottom of the website and answer the following questions:
http://www.bloodbook.com/compat.html
1. What blood type seems the most restricted – they can receive blood from the least
types of donors? How did you come to that conclusion?

2. What type of blood seems to be the most flexible – they can receive blood from just
about anyone? How did you come to that conclusion?

3. The + and – symbols are related to the Rh (Rhesus) factor. If you study the chart, one
seems to be easier to match to other types. Which one seems better, + or -? How did
you come to that conclusion?
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B. Now that you have considered the different blood types, let’s look at the frequency
of different types throughout the world. Check out the chart at the bottom of the
following page and answer the following questions: http://www.bloodbook.com/worldabo.html

1. Pick two things that really stand out when you look through the blood type data in
the chart and explain what they are and why they stand out to you.
a.

b.

2. How can you use genetics to explain the differences among racial and ethnic blood
types?

3. Using this chart, explain how this data cannot be completely accurate, from a genetics
perspective.
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Appendix G
Activity: Do you live on a farm? Do you have a family member that farms? Do you eat food? If
you answered “Yes” to any of these questions, you have a personal link to genetically modified
foods. http://www.learner.org/interactives/dna/implications6.html (genetically modified food
explanation on this page and the Genetically Modified Food – Continued link at the bottom of
the page)
1. For you, as a member of a strong farming community, what is the benefit to the
practice of genetically engineering food?

2. The website gives some great reasons (or benefits) for genetically modifying foods.
Explain some of these “good” reasons?
3. As it says on the second page, scientists are supposed to study possible
environmental impacts before selling genetically modified crops to farmers. Do you
think this happens? Explain.

4. If you own a farm when you grow up, would you genetically modify foods? Explain
why you would or wouldn’t.
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